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Abstract

Text-to-motion generation is an emerging and challeng-
ing problem, which aims to synthesize motion with the same
semantics as the input text. However, due to the lack of di-
verse labeled training data, most approaches either limit to
specific types of text annotations or require online optimiza-
tions to cater to the texts during inference at the cost of ef-
ficiency and stability. In this paper, we investigate offline
open-vocabulary text-to-motion generation in a zero-shot
learning manner that neither requires paired training data
nor extra online optimization to adapt for unseen texts. In-
spired by the prompt learning in NLP, we pretrain a motion
generator that learns to reconstruct the full motion from
the masked motion. During inference, instead of chang-
ing the motion generator, our method reformulates the in-
put text into a masked motion as the prompt for the motion
generator to “reconstruct” the motion. In constructing the
prompt, the unmasked poses of the prompt are synthesized
by a text-to-pose generator. To supervise the optimization
of the text-to-pose generator, we propose the first text-pose
alignment model for measuring the alignment between texts
and 3D poses. And to prevent the pose generator from over-
fitting to limited training texts, we further propose a novel
wordless training mechanism that optimizes the text-to-pose
generator without any training texts. The comprehensive
experimental results show that our method obtains a signif-
icant improvement against the baseline methods. The code
is available at https://github.com/junfanlin/
oohmg.

1. Introduction
Motion generation has attracted increasing attention due

to its practical value in the fields of virtual reality, video
games, and movies. Especially for text-conditional motion
generation, it can largely improve the user experience if
the virtual avatars can react to the communication texts in
real time. However, most current text-to-motion approaches
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Figure 1. Demonstrations of our OOHMG. Given an unseen open-
vocabulary text (e.g., an object name “a basketball”, or a simile
description “fly like a bird”, or a usual text “he walks”), OOHMG
translates the text into the text-consistent pose, which is used to
prompt the motion generator for synthesizing the motion.

are trained on paired text-motion data with limited types of
annotations, and thus could not well-generalize to unseen
open-vocabulary texts.

To handle the open-vocabulary texts, recent works lever-
age the powerful zero-shot text-image alignment ability of
the pretrained model, i.e., CLIP [35], to facilitate the text-
to-motion generation. Some works like MotionCLIP [42]
use the CLIP text encoder to extract text features and learn
a motion decoder to decode the features into motions. How-
ever, they require paired text-motion training data and still
could not handle texts that are dissimilar to the training
texts. Instead of learning an offline motion generator with
paired data, some works like AvatarCLIP [13] generate mo-
tions for the given textual descriptions via online matching
and optimization. Nevertheless, matching cannot generate
new poses to fit diverse texts and online optimization is usu-
ally time-consuming and unstable.

In this paper, we investigate filling the blank of offline
open-vocabulary text-to-motion generation in a zero-shot
learning manner. For convenience, we term our method
as OOHMG which stands for Offline Open-vocabulary
Human Motion Generation. The main philosophy of
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Figure 2. The sketch of OOHMG. A text is fed to the text-to-pose
generator to obtain a text-consistent pose. Then, the pose is used
to construct the motion prompt for the pretrained motion model to
generate a motion.

OOHMG is inspired by prompt learning [5,19,41,48,50,52]
in the field of natural language processing (NLP). Specifi-
cally, instead of changing the pretrained motion generator
to cater to the given texts online, OOHMG reformulates
the texts into a familiar input format to prompt the pre-
trained motion generator for synthesizing motions in the
manner of “reconstruction”. As for prompt construction,
OOHMG learns a text-to-pose generator using the novel
wordless training mechanism so that the pose generator can
generalize to unseen texts during inference. After train-
ing, OOHMG uses the text-to-pose generator to translate
texts into poses to construct the prompt. The overall sketch
and demonstrations of OOHMG are illustrated in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 1, respectively. In this sense, the two key ingredients of
OOHMG include the motion generator pretraining and the
prompt construction for open-vocabulary texts. In the fol-
lowing, we further elaborate on each of these ingredients.

As for the motion generator, we learn a motion genera-
tor by mask-reconstruction self-supervised learning. Par-
ticularly, our method adopts a bidirectional transformer-
based [44] architecture for the motion generator. During
training, the motion generator takes the randomly-masked
motions as inputs and is optimized to reconstruct the orig-
inal motions. To predict and reconstruct the masked poses
from the unmasked, the motion generator is required to fo-
cus on learning motion dynamics which is the general need
for diverse motion generation tasks. By this means, unlike
previous methods that design different models for different
tasks [1,2,11,18], our motion model can be directly applied
to diverse downstream tasks by unifying the input of these
tasks into masked motions to prompt the generator for mo-
tion generation. Moreover, our generator can flexibly con-
trol the generated content, such as the number, the order,
and the positions of different poses of the generated motion
by editing the masked motions, resulting in a controllable
and flexible motion generation.

In constructing the motion prompt for open-vocabulary
motion generation, OOHMG learns a text-to-pose generator
and uses it to generate the unmasked poses of the masked
motions, as shown in Fig. 2. There are two major diffi-

culties in learning the text-to-pose generator: 1) what can
associate diverse texts and poses to supervise the pose gen-
erator, and 2) how to obtain diverse texts as the training in-
puts. For difficulty 1, we build the first large-scale text-pose
alignment model based on CLIP, namely TPA, that can effi-
ciently measure the alignment between texts and 3D SMPL
poses [27, 31] in the feature space. With TPA, the text-to-
pose generator learns to generate poses for texts by maxi-
mizing the text-pose alignments via gradient descent. As for
difficulty 2, instead of collecting massive texts laboriously
for training, we consider an extreme training paradigm,
termed wordless training. Just as its name implies, word-
less training only samples random training inputs from the
latent space of texts. And we found that the optimized pose
generator can well-generalize to real-world texts.

Overall, the contributions of OOHMG are as follows. 1)
We propose an offline open-vocabulary text-to-motion gen-
eration framework, inspired by prompt learning, and 2) to
supervise the training process of the text-to-pose generator,
we propose the first text-pose alignment model, i.e., TPA,
and 3) to endow the text-to-pose generator with the ability
to handle open-vocabulary texts, we train the generator with
the novel wordless training mechanism. 4) Extensive exper-
iment results show that OOHMG is able to generate motions
for open-vocabulary texts efficiently and effectively, and ob-
tain clear improvement over the advanced baseline methods
qualitatively and quantitatively.

2. Related Work
Conditional Motion Generation can be classified into

various categories based on the types of conditions. For ex-
ample, music has been utilized as a condition in some stud-
ies to generate dance motions [1], while others have synthe-
sized movements through short motion descriptions [2, 3,
18] and action labels [11,30]. The success of these methods
is heavily dependent on large motion capture datasets [6, 7,
15, 21, 22, 43, 47] and labeled motion description datasets,
including AMASS [34], KIT motion-language dataset [32],
and HumanML3D dataset [10]. However, such datasets are
often limited by their task design and data collection chal-
lenges, such as the failure to account for emotional move-
ments. Although several methods have demonstrated im-
pressive qualitative and quantitative results [4, 53], those
trained on limited datasets are unable to generalize to open-
vocabulary motion descriptions.

Probing Knowledge from Pretrained Model. The de-
velopment of pretrained foundation models has led to the
potential for zero-shot/few-shot learning to surpass super-
vised learning [5, 8, 36, 49]. One such model, CLIP [36],
has the ability to semantically align language-vision latent
spaces [46]. Combined with CLIP, DALL-E [35] enables
impressive text-to-image synthesis capabilities. This pow-
erful representation ability of foundation model has led to
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the emergence of zero-shot text-driven applications [9, 14,
26,29], including 3D meshes generation [16,17,23,28,39].

Related to ours, recent studies [37, 38] have combined
CLIP with diffusion generation models to generate text-
consistent 3D meshes [16, 33], while other methods focus
on generating static meshes or 2D images for text-video
generation, e.g. Make-A-Video [40], Imagen Video [12],
and Phenaki [45]. As for open-vocabulary motion gener-
ation, CLIP-Actor [51] simply uses motion from existing
datasets by matching the textual descriptions with the mo-
tion labels of the existing text-motion datasets. And Mo-
tionCLIP [42] learns a motion VAE by regularizing the la-
tent space to align with the feature space of CLIP, which
also requires labeled data. AvatarCLIP [13] is the closest
method to ours, as it also explores the potential of zero-shot
open-vocabulary motion generation, but our approach does
not require online matching or optimization.

3. Preliminaries
This paper investigates offline zero-shot open-

vocabulary human motion generation (OOHMG). To
address open-vocabulary texts, OOHMG includes a text-
pose alignment model based on the text-image alignment
model, i.e., CLIP [35]. In this section, we provide a brief
introduction to the task as well as CLIP.

Open-vocabulary 3D human motion generation in-
volves generating a motion m that aligns with a given natu-
ral language motion description d, such as ”fly like a bird.”
A motion is a sequence of 3D poses, m = [pt]t=1:T , where
p is the 3D pose, t represents the timestep, and T is the
maximum length of the motion. We use a 6D-rotation rep-
resentation p ∈ RJ×6 [54], but we also utilize the latent
representation pl ∈ R32 of VPoser [27] which is a well-
known pose VAE trained on massive poses, to incorporate
the pose prior from VPoser. Our focus is on generating body
motion, and therefore we do not consider facial expressions,
hand poses, or global orientation. We utilize SMPL [20], a
popular parametric human model, for its interpretability and
compatibility with various platforms. SMPL is a parametric
human model driven by large-scale aligned human surface
scans [31], and feeding pose representations into SMPL en-
ables us to obtain 3D meshes v = MSMPL(p).

CLIP [35] is a vision-language pre-trained model de-
signed for large-scale image-text datasets. It comprises two
encoders: an image encoder Eo and a text encoder Ed. We
use o to denote the image and d to represent the text. The
encoders are trained such that the latent codes of paired im-
ages and texts are pulled together, while the unpaired codes
are pushed apart. Formally, the CLIP loss function is

LCLIP(o,d) = −
∑

i=1:B

logPr(oi|di)− logPr(di|oi), (1)

where o and d is the sets of images {oi}i=1:B and texts

Figure 3. Training process of motion generator. The motion en-
coder takes in the original motion and extracts the latent feature.
The motion generator takes in masked motion and the latent fea-
ture to reconstruct the original motion.

{di}i=1:B , and B is the batch size. Pr is the softmax prob-
ability of the oi given di in a batch, vice versa. Particularly,
to calculate Pr(oj |di), the cosine similarity between text
feature Eo(oi) and each image feature Ed(dj) of the batch
data is calculated, and the temperature-softmax operation is
applied to the cosine similarities. Formally,

Pr(oi|di) =
exp

(
cossim

(
Eo(oi), Ed(di)

)
/H

)
∑

j=1:B

exp
(

cossim
(
Eo(oj), Ed(di)

)
/H

) ,
(2)

where cossim(fi, fj) =
fT
i fj

|fi||fj | , and H is the tempera-
ture to adjust the sensitivity of softmax. The calculation of
Pr(di|oi) follows the similar process. For convenience, we
use CLIP score to stand for the cosine similarity between
text and image features from CLIP.

4. OOHMG
As mentioned above, our OOHMG achieves offline

open-vocabulary text-to-motion generation with two key in-
gredients, i.e., the pretrained motion generator and prompt
construction. Both of these components manage to be text-
free during the training phase. In this section, we detail
these two modules formally.

4.1. Motion Generator Pretraining

In advanced language modeling in NLP, the language
model [8] learns to reconstruct the masked sentence from
the randomly masked sentence in a self-supervised man-
ner. Our motion generator also follows a similar training
strategy. Specifically, during training, the random propor-
tion of the poses of a motion m = [pt]t=1:T are masked
by a learnable embedding emask ∈ R|p|. Formally, the
pose p̃t of the masked motion m̃ is generated by p̃t =
ct × pt + (1 − ct) × emask, where ct ∈ {0, 1} is a binary
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random condition sampled for each timestep t ∈ [1, T ].
When ct equals 1, the original pose is preserved. Other-
wise, the pose is replaced by the mask embedding. In ad-
dition, since there is usually more than one motion corre-
sponding to the same masked motion, to prevent learning a
generator that generates the average motions, we also adopt
a motion encoder to extract the latent feature for each mo-
tion. The motion encoder follows ACTOR [30] without the
motion category conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The
motion generator takes in m̃ and the latent code from the
motion encoder to predict the m′ to reconstruct the original
m. Different from ACTOR which is optimized to encode
and decode the full sequence, ours is to predict the full se-
quence from the masked sequence. Hence, to meet differ-
ent requirements, an ACTOR-based generator, e.g., Avatar-
CLIP, needs to search in the latent space, which might be
inefficient and unstable. Instead, our method can control
the generation via motion prompt explicitly, which is more
transparent and controllable. During inference, the motion
encoder is discarded and the latent feature can be randomly
sampled from N (0; 1). Formally, the loss function Lm2m

for the motion generator is

Lrec(p
′
t, pt) = ||pt − p′t||2 + ||vt − v′t||2

Lm2m(m′,m) =
∑

p′
t,pt∈m′,m

Lrec(p
′
t, pt) + λKLLKL, (3)

where v = MSMPL(p) and LKL is the KL-divergence reg-
ularization term to pull the predicted latent features to the
normal distribution. After pretraining, the motion genera-
tor can be used to generate motion for downstream tasks by
using the motion prompts, i.e., masked motions.

4.2. Prompt Construction

Since the mask in the motion prompt is provided by the
motion generator, we only need to synthesize the unmasked
poses to construct the motion prompt. In other words, we
should use texts to synthesize the unmasked poses. To
achieve this, our OOHMG learns a text-to-pose generator
that takes in texts and predicts the poses. To provide su-
pervision during training, we propose the first text-pose
alignment model, TPA, based on the large-scale text-image
alignment model CLIP. And to cover as diverse text as pos-
sible, we adopt an extreme yet effective training paradigm,
i.e., wordless training. Below, we detail each procedure.

Text-pose alignment model. Due to the lack of massive
paired text-pose data, it is non-trivial to learn TPA from
scratch. To this end, our TPA reuses the text encoder of
CLIP. As for the pose encoder, TPA mines 3D pose knowl-
edge of the CLIP image encoder. In fact, TPA is not the
first work to leverage the CLIP image encoder for pose fea-
ture extraction. In AvatarCLIP [13], the researchers ex-
tract pose features via the pipeline “pose→generate SMPL

Figure 4. The learning process of the TPA pose encoder. The
upper part is the pipeline to extract the pose features via reusing
the CLIP image encoder. TPA learns an end-to-end pose encoder
that takes in the poses and predicts the output of the pipeline.

meshes→render multi-view images→use CLIP to extract
image features→average the features to obtain the final im-
age features”, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 4. As
testified in AvatarCLIP, this strategy should be enough for
zero-shot text-pose alignment. And in our experiments, we
also find it enough for our generator to learn to generate
visually-plausible and text-consistent poses. Nevertheless,
we do think it can be further improved by preserving the an-
gle information using techniques like the view-dependent
conditioning of DreamFusion [33] Unfortunately, Avatar-
CLIP [13] found this pipeline difficult to supervise the pose
generation. In [16], the researchers found that, if the gener-
ation space is too unconstrained, training solely with CLIP
loss will result in severe artifacts that satisfy CLIP loss but
with unrealistic geometry like Deep Dream artifacts [24].
The potential reason is that CLIP has been trained on di-
verse images and there might be diverse solutions for the
same text, causing the optimization divergent. To address
this problem, our TPA limits the solution space to the 3D
poses by distilling a tailored yet specific pose encoder.
Specifically, we adopt an end-to-end pose encoder Ep for
mapping the poses p to their features f∗

p as shown in Fig. 4.
The distillation objective LEp

is:

LEp
(p, f∗

p ) = ||Ep(p)− f∗
p ||2 − cossim

(
Ep(p), f

∗
p

)
, (4)

where the first term of Equ.(4) is for reducing the element-
level distance between features. While the second term of
Equ.(4) is to reduce the angular difference.

Wordless training for generalized text-to-pose gener-
ator. To generate poses for open-vocabulary texts, the text-
to-pose generator should train with as diverse texts as pos-
sible. However, as the text space is combinatorial, it’s im-
practical to enumerate all possible texts for training. Nev-
ertheless, since the texts will be encoded into text features
by the text encoder of TPA to measure the alignment with
the pose, it occurs to us that we can directly build a text-
to-pose generator upon the normalized text feature space of
TPA instead of real-world text space. By this means, it be-
comes trivial to obtain diverse inputs for training. To obtain
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Figure 5. Training process of text-to-pose generator. During train-
ing, the input features are randomly sampled from the feature
space of the text encoder.

diverse text features fd, we sample them from Normal or
Uniform distribution randomly by:

fd =
ϵ+ b

|ϵ+ b|
, ∀ϵi ∈ ϵ, ϵi ∼ N (0; 1) or U [−1, 1], (5)

where b ∼ U [−1, 1] is a random bias to avoid the features
sampled around the zero features. We don’t take the scale
into account since there is a normalization operator.

Our text-to-pose generator Gt2p takes a batch of sampled
features fd = [fd1 , ..., fdB

] as the inputs and predict the
latent poses pl = Gt2p(fd) of VPoser. As mentioned in
the preliminary, pl can be decoded into the poses p by the
decoder of VPoser. We can regulate the generator to predict
in-distribution poses of VPoser by pulling the pl close to
the prior distribution of VPoser, i.e., the normal distribution.
The optimization target is to minimize:

Lt2p(p
l,p, fd) = LTPA

(
Ep(p), fd

)
+ λL2||pl||2, (6)

where the second term of the loss function is used to regu-
late the predicted latent pose to close to the prior distribution
of VPoser. And LTPA is the same as LCLIP in Equ.(1) with
image features replaced by pose features. The optimization
process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Overall Training Procedure. Different modules of
our method are trained separately since they have differ-
ent training data. Specifically, we train the motion gener-
ator and TPA using AMASS data. After that, we train the
text-to-pose generator with the frozen TPA and the wordless
training strategy. During inference, a text is first encoded by
the CLIP text encoder into text features. Then, the text-to-
pose generator generates the text-consistent pose according
to the text features, which are used for constructing the mo-
tion prompt. And the motion prompt will drive the motion
generator to reconstruct the full motion.

5. Experiments
We first introduce the datasets and baseline methods used

in our experiments. Next, we evaluate the overall perfor-

mance of zero-shot open-vocabulary human motion gener-
ation. And we also compare the performance of text-to-pose
generation. After that, we conduct ablation studies to better
understand our method.

General Settings. In our experiments, all motion data
and textual descriptions originated from AMASS [21] and
BABEL [34], respectively. AMASS unifies various optical
marker-based mocap datasets with more than 40 hours of
motion data without textual labels. Following the same set-
tings in [13,30], we down-sample the motion capture fram-
erate to 30 per second and limit the duration of a motion to 2
seconds. As for the text data, BABEL is a dataset of textual
sentences for motions. We remove lengthy sentences which
exceed the CLIP’s maximum text length of 77, resulting in
a dataset with a size of 4178. In our paper, the checkpoint
of CLIP (“CLIP-ViT-B/32”) is used. More about training
details such as hyperparameters are presented in the supple-
mentary. The code will be released.

Baselines. In the following, we enumerate the related
baseline methods. To the best of our knowledge, our
work is the first offline zero-shot open-vocabulary text-to-
motion generation. Therefore, we include a baseline of on-
line zero-shot open-vocabulary text-to-motion generation,
i.e., AvatarCLIP [13], and a baseline of offline supervised
open-vocabulary text-to-motion generation, i.e., Motion-
CLIP [42]. Similar to ours, AvatarCLIP also includes a text-
to-pose phase via matching, and uses the matched poses to
search the motion in the latent space of a pretrained mo-
tion VAE. Therefore, in evaluating text-to-pose generation,
matching, as well as other baselines considered in Avatar-
CLIP [13], are also included in our experiments. As for our
OOHMG, except for the experiment for measuring control-
lability, we generate poses for texts and place the generated
poses in the middle of the masked motions. More details
about the baselines are placed in the supplementary.

5.1. Open-vocabulary Text-to-Motion Generation

In this part, we are interested in testifying about the abil-
ity to generate text-consistent motion across different base-
lines. For this purpose, we evaluate 1) whether the gen-
erated contents follow real-world motion dynamics, and 2)
whether the generated motions are text-consistent.

Motion Dynamics. To answer the first question, we pro-
pose to measure the distance between the generated con-
tents and the distribution of the real-world motion. There-
fore, we train a general motion VAE upon AMASS, and use
the average reconstruction error of the motion VAE to indi-
cate the in-distribution degree (In-distrib.) of the baselines.
Please refer to the supplementary for more details about the
motion VAE. The larger the In-distrib. is, the more distant
the generated contents are to the real-world motion distri-
bution. We use BABEL as textual descriptions to generate
motions. As reported in Tab. 1, our method outperforms
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Figure 6. The visual comparison results of different open-vocabulary text-to-motion methods. The results are part of the generated motions
due to the space limit.

Table 1. Comprehensive results for open-vocabulary text-to-
motion generation. The arrow ↑ indicates the performance is better
if the value is higher.

In-distrib.↓ Top1↑ Top10↑ Top50↑
MotionCLIP [42] 0.2191 0.0029 0.0153 0.0661
Interpolation [13] 0.0312 0.0045 0.0472 0.1927
AvatarCLIP [13] 0.0407 0.0002 0.0069 0.0290

Ours 0.0205 0.0792 0.3231 0.6494

the others by a clear margin. Particularly, we found that
Interpolation [13] generates motion through linear interpo-
lation without considering the motion dynamics, resulting
in poor In-distrib. results. We also notice that the param-
eterized MotionCLIP performs poorly. The potential rea-
son might be the gap of latent space between MotionCLIP
and the CLIP text encoder. As shown in Fig. 6, we observe
that MotionCLIP is likely to generate twisted poses while
AvatarCLIP and ours are more natural.

Generating Text-consistent Motion. Since both related
baselines MotionCLIP and AvatarCLIP are CLIP-based,
we use CLIP to measure the alignment between the mo-
tions and the texts. To this end, we extend the CLIP-R-
precision [25] to the level of motion to measure the text-
motion alignment. Specifically, we say that the text-motion
matching is accurate if, among all poses of the generated
motion from different texts, the best-matched pose of the
text is located in the generated motion of the text. To
achieve a better motion-level CLIP-R-precision, the gener-
ated motion should 1) contain the text-consistent poses, 2)
and does not contain irrelevant poses that might cause
mismatching for other poses. From the results at the right

of Tab. 1, we find that among all baselines, our method
obtains the best TopK motion-level CLIP-R-Precision by
a clear margin. It is worth noting that our method does
not require online matching or optimization or paired text-
motion training data like the baseline methods. We also
observe that Interpolation [13] performs better than Avatar-
CLIP. One of the reasons is that, unlike Interpolation [13]
which includes the condition poses as part of the generated
motion, AvatarCLIP requires online optimization to obtain
the motion, which is unstable and non-trivial to generate
a motion consisting of the condition poses. And Interpo-
lation [13] is less likely to generate new poses that might
distract the matching process.

5.2. Prompt construction

As described above, the prompt is in the form of masked
motion. And OOHMG uses a text-to-pose generator to syn-
thesize the unmasked poses of the masked motion according
to the texts. Therefore, we are interested in 1) whether the
generated motion can be controlled by the motion prompt,
and 2) whether the generated poses are text-consistent.

Controllability. To answer question 1, we use the 4096
clustered poses used in AvatarCLIP [13] as the condition
poses. We randomly sample from the clustered poses to
construct the KP test set, where K ∈ {1, 2, 3} indicates the
number of the unmasked poses of the motion prompt. We
calculate the distance between K poses and the closest poses
of the generated motions. As shown on the left of Tab. 3, we
observe that our method also possesses the best controllabil-
ity. Notice that, Interpolation [13] directly takes the condi-
tion poses as a part of the generated motion. However, there
is still a small error for Interpolation [13] since interpolation
is conducted on the latent codes of these poses in the latent
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Figure 7. The visual results of different text-to-pose generation methods. Besides ours, the other baseline methods require online matching
or optimizations.

Table 2. Comparison among text-to-pose baselines. The arrow ↑ indicates the performance is better if the value is larger.

CLIP Score ↑ In-distrib. ↓ Cyc. Loss ↓ Top1 ↑ Top10 ↑ Top50 ↑
Matching [13] 0.2615 0.0015 0.0288 0.0127 0.0831 0.2820
Optimize [13] 0.2455 0.8365 0.0047 0.0005 0.0038 0.0120

VPoserOptimize [13] 0.2460 0.0015 0.0048 0.0005 0.0029 0.0168

Ours 0.2694 0.0015 0.0045 0.0775 0.3284 0.6711

Table 3. Controllability for pose-conditioned motion generation.

1p↓ 2p↓ 3p↓
Interpolation [13] 0.0900 0.0865 0.0868
AvatarCLIP [13] 0.8323 1.5982 2.1447

Ours 0.0452 0.0131 0.0129

space of VPoser and the encode-decode process causes the
error. Differently, our method directly generates the motion
and manages to obtain a smaller KP error. Nevertheless, we
found that AvatarCLIP is difficult to generate motion that
well-preserves the given poses. The potential reason is that
AvatarCLIP requires optimizing the motion latent code in
the high-dimensional latent space, which might be noncon-
vex and require a large number of optimization steps.

Open-vocabulary Text-to-Pose Generation. To com-
prehensively understand our text-to-pose generator, we
evaluate the generated poses from four aspects, i.e., the text-
pose alignment (CLIP Score), the distance to the real-world
pose distribution (In-distrib.), how much text information is
preserved in the generated poses (Cycle loss for reconstruct-
ing text features from the generated poses) and CLIP-R-
precision [25] (TopK). For a detailed explanation of differ-
ent metrics, please refer to the supplementary. The baseline
methods are adopted from AvatarCLIP since it is the only
work that includes the zero-shot open-vocabulary text-to-
pose generation, to our best knowledge. The results are rep-

Table 4. Ablation results for our text-to-pose generator.

CLIP Score ↑ In-distrib. ↓ Top50 ↑
VPoserOptimize [13] 0.2460 0.0015 0.0168

Ours (Text+Score) 0.2620 0.1127 0.2090
Ours (Text+LTPA) 0.2601 0.1210 0.2104

Ours (Random+LTPA) 0.2711 0.0111 0.7224

Ours (Random+Lt2p) 0.2694 0.0015 0.6711

resented in Tab. 2. As we can see, the Matching method can
obtain a higher CLIP score than Optimize and VPoserOpti-
mize, which implies directly using CLIP to match is more
effective than optimization via the complex pipeline as de-
picted in Fig 4, which is also mentioned in AvatarCLIP.
Nevertheless, Matching is unable to generate more accurate
poses for diverse texts and therefore is less capable of pre-
serving text information in the generated poses (i.e., high
Cyc. loss in Tab. 2). As shown in the red-circled region in
Fig. 7, Matching uses the same poses for texts with different
meanings. By using TPA and wordless training, our text-
to-pose generator obtains significant improvement across
various metrics. Notice that, different from the baseline
methods, our method does not require any online match-
ing/optimization and does not see any real-world texts dur-
ing the training phase. It means that our generator can be
well-generalized to real-world texts.
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Figure 8. Human evaluation for text-to-pose generation (Left) and
text-to-motion generation (Right).

Ablation studies. As we can see in Tab. 4, by simply re-
placing the original pipeline with TPA, the text-to-pose gen-
erator that optimizes to maximize the TPA score, i.e., Ours
(Text+Score), can significantly improve the CLIP score in
comparison with VPoserOptimize. However, during our ex-
periment, we observed that maximizing the TPA score as
the objective is sensitive to the performance of TPA. And
the stability of optimization can be further improved when
minimizing the LTPA instead (analysis in the supplemen-
tary). We contribute such stability to more dense supervi-
sion by drawing other samples into the contrastive loss. To
this end, we suggest using LTPA for the other experiments.
Another valuable observation is that, by wordless training
with randomly sampled text features, Ours (Random+LTPA)
not only achieves the best CLIP score but also obtains sig-
nificant improvement on the In-distrib. metric. The po-
tential reason could be the infinite amount and diversity
of training data. With a limited amount of training data,
it’s easier for the generator to exploit the difference be-
tween TPA and the original pipeline to obtain an overfit
solution (e.g., generating strange or twisted poses) for the
training data. Another evidence is that, by using wordless
training, Ours (Random+LTPA) has better performance than
Ours (Text+LTPA). It implies that using real texts for train-
ing might encourage the generator to overfit TPA, resulting
in a poor CLIP score. To generate in-distribution poses,
Ours (Random+Lt2p) also includes the L2-norm regulariza-
tion term which pulls the predicted latent pose to the center
of the prior distribution of VPoser.

5.3. Qualitative Results

Human Evaluation. As for the qualitative results, We
also conducted a series of human evaluations. We design
a questionnaire that includes 50 queries for comparing dif-
ferent methods (25 for text-to-pose generation and 25 for
text-to-motion generation). In each query, the participant
was required to rank the performance of different methods
in terms of realness and text consistency. For pose genera-
tion, we assign scores 2, 1, and 0 for the methods with ranks
1st, 2nd, and 3rd, respectively. And for motion generation,

Table 5. The inference efficiency of different methods.

Batch size ↑ Time (sec) ↓
Pipeline with CLIP [13] 15 1.2068

Our TPA ∼ 130K 0.0172
MotionCLIP [42] 375 0.0242
AvatarCLIP [13] 9 140

Our OOHMG ∼14K 0.0159

we assign scores 3, 2, 1, and 0 for the methods ranking 1st,
2nd, 3rd, and 4th, respectively. By the end of the submis-
sion, we have collected 25 available feedbacks and the total
scores for each method are calculated and reported in Fig. 8.
For more details, please refer to the supplementary. From
the results, we observe that our methods for both pose and
motion generations have obtained the best results. And we
also find that these results are mostly in line with the quanti-
tative results in previous experiments. It suggests that future
works can follow the same evaluation protocol for this task.

Efficiency. Here, we also compare the maximum sam-
ples each method can handle simultaneously (i.e., batch
size) and the time cost. The reported time is per batch and
the batch size is 1, and is averaged over 100 repeated exper-
iments. The experiments are conducted using one NVIDIA
V100 Tensor Core (32G). As shown in Tab. 5, both our TPA
and OOHMG can directly infer the results with significant
improvements. As the results suggest, our OOHMG is the
first real-time zero-shot text-to-motion generation method.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an offline open-vocabulary hu-

man motion generation (OOHMG) framework in a zero-
shot learning manner, which draws inspiration from prompt
learning. To address the difficulty of optimization with the
complex pipeline, we propose the first text-pose alignment
model which is efficient and effective for supervising the
training of the pose generator. To handle diverse and un-
seen real-world texts, we propose a novel wordless training
mechanism. Extensive experiments show that our method
can generate better text-consistent poses and motions across
various baselines and metrics.
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